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Best Practices for Reporting on
Systems
The deeper integrated your systems, the more 
important it becomes to accurately report on the 
state of uptime.

Read More

10 Tips for Monitoring Redundant
Systems
Redundancy is great protection, but it doesn’t 
absolve you from monitoring and reacting to 
downtime. Here are some tips to use Uptime.com 
when monitoring these complex systems.

Read More
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We are proud to release a big new feature that is sure to give devops reason to cheer. Plus, industry 
news and a chance at a $25 Amazon gift card from Uptime.com. 

What's Up at Uptime.com

Feature Release: Group Checks Together

Group checks nest numerous checks for the testing, reporting, and monitoring of interrelated checks 
and systems. Customizable failure conditions and determine when your contacts are alerted. This 
exciting new feature is ideal for monitoring systems of checks, is easy to use and available to every 
Uptime.com user. 

How Group Checks Work
Create a new check, or add existing checks to a group. If you use tags, group check setup is simple. 
Add the tag(s) you want to organize into a group and Uptime.com catalogs everything in one. 
 
With up to 200 individual checks allowed within a group check (and the possibility of even more when 
you use tags), Uptime.com offers a powerful tool for grouping related checks to represent a single 
system. 

Use Cases
Here are a few ideas to help get you started:

Catalog interrelated checks into a single system
Create a warning for widespread outages
Give a system’s owner unprecedented visibility and oversight
Track load balancers

And much more in our documentation for Group Checks. 

Filter URLs from a Transaction Check
Are scripts slowing down your transaction checks? A new field in the Auth & Settings step can help! 
Filter out javascript with regex capable filters that block these resources from the inspector and paint a 
clearer picture of load time. 

More information is available in our documentation.

Industry News

What Customers Say

Thank You For Making Us Your Choice for Web Monitoring in Spring of 
2022

Leave your feedback (good or bad!) in this survey to automatically receive a $25 Amazon gift card. 
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